❖ News

➢ Wild Rogue River Access:

  Grave Creek
  - Boat Ramp: OPEN
  - Parking: OPEN (Upper and Lower Grave Creek Parking areas)
  - Toilet Facilities: OPEN
  - Garbage Service: OPEN

  Foster Bar
  - Boat Ramp: OPEN
  - Parking: OPEN
  - Toilet Facilities: CLOSED (Port-a-Potty’s are available)
  - SCAT Machine: OPEN
  - Garbage Service: OPEN

➢ All other BLM Boat Ramps are OPEN. All toilets at boat ramps are OPEN.
➢ Smullin Visitor Center at Rand is OPEN.
➢ High number of bear encounters/habituated bears in the entire Wild Section.
  Bear-proof your camp protecting food, trash, and toiletries.

❖ Trails

➢ Rogue River Trail: OPEN.
  - Mule Creek Bridge is open to foot traffic, closed to vehicles.
  - CAUTION: Be aware of deadfall overhead, choose camp sites carefully!
  - Trailhead Parking: OPEN

➢ Rainie Falls Trail: OPEN
  - Trailhead Parking: OPEN

  All Trails! CAUTION: Varied conditions, trees across trail, rockslides, landslides, and missing or steepened trail conditions may be encountered.
❖ Roads

➢ **Bear Camp Road**: OPEN.

   **CAUTION**: Heavy logging traffic on last 10 miles of Bear Camp near Agness, August–October. Drive slowly and carefully.

➢ **Eden Valley Shuttle Route**: OPEN.

   **CAUTION**: 4x4 conditions, tree and landslide hazards possible

➢ **Whiskey Creek lookout/cabin/RRT access road**: CLOSED.

   **IMPASSABLE** due to road wash out and landslides.

➢ **Rogue River Ranch access route**: OPEN.

   **CAUTION**: 4x4 conditions, tree and landslide hazards possible.

➢ **Mule Creek Bridge**: CLOSED (Bridge is compromised and impassable until repaired)

❖ Current Fire Regulations

FIRE Danger: EXTREME

➢ Current Fire Regulations

   • NO OPEN FIRES ALLOWED
   • ONLY gas and propane stoves are allowed for the purpose of cooking. Charcoal or wood fires are NOT permitted.
   • Smoking is allowed on the water, sand and gravel bars between the river and the high water mark.
   • Cooking, and smoking areas must be naturally free of flammable vegetation and below high water mark.
   • Fireworks are prohibited.
   • Each group must carry a shovel and a bucket (1 gallon minimum) and have accessible in kitchen.

❖ River Toilets

All river groups are required to have and be prepared to use an approved Toilet System for disposal and removal of solid human waste; year-round.

➢ **Permanent Toilet Closures:**

   Rainie Falls (north), Whiskey Creek, Jenny Creek, Battle Bar, Hewitt Creek, Battle Bar, Mule Creek, Lower Tacoma, Upper Solitude, Horseshoe, Upper & Lower Rogue River Ranch, Little Windy Creek, Meadow Creek, Half Moon Bar.